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As defined by 10CFR50.73, we are reporting the attached Reportable Occurrence as LER 98-018,
Rev.1.

Sincerely,

VERMONT YANKEE NUCLEAR POWER CORPORATION
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/'
Michael A. Balduzzi
Plant Manager

cc: USNRC Region 1 Administrator
USNRC Resident Inspector-VYNPS
USNRC Project Manager-VYNPS |
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E
Tms m ASME Section XI Code VT-3 Examination not Completed Following Repair of Main Steam isolation Valvo due to

j the Omission of Relevant Information from a Plant Work Order.

: EVENT DATE (5) LER NUMBER (6) REPORT DATE (7) OTHER FACIUTIES INVOLVED (S)MONTH DAY YEAR YEAR
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. Michael Ai Balduzzi Plant Manager'
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| ABSTRACT (umit to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately 15 single-spaced typewritten lines) (16)
;: On 5/28/98, it was determined that a visual VT-3 examination had not been pe-formed as required by Section XI of the ASME code
| following the repair of a Main Steam Line Isolation Valve (MSIV). Technical Specification 4.6.E. requires that inservice inspections
i of safsty-related components be performed in accordance with section XI of the ASME Boiler end Pressure Vessel Code for any
j rapiirs made to safety class 1 pressure boundaries. The code requires a pre-service inspection following repair to this valve, using
i th3 sime type of test, as was used to discover the indications, or an alternate test method approved by the ANil. The MSIV in

question had an as-found inspection completed as part of a valve refurbishment, which determined that there were two defects on:

ths vilve body that had to be repaired. The defects were removed by grinding, a magnetic particle examination was performed, andi

[ no further defects were found. The areas were welded and a subsequent magnetic particle test showed no further defects. A
magnItic particle exam is a superior exam, which includes a visual inspection as an integral part of the exam. Following additional,

L non-distructive examinations, the valve was re-assembled and tested satisf actorily. The post repair (preservice) VT-3 examination
1 wts not performed prior to reassembly and placing in service. Alternate testing was, however, used to determine valve operability.

ANil approval of the alternate test method was subsequently received after plant startup.4

1 Th2 root cause of this event was an inadequate work control process. Contributing causes included an inadequate pre-job briefing
I and th3 lack of an ASME Section XI repair / replacement program. No text had been included in the work order that specified each
) stip, although procedural references were utilized;

immediate corrective action includes the submission of an Event Report to ensure that the root cause was established and corrective

j actions determined. The maintenance department will generate an ASME Section XI Repair / Replacement program, which will provide

: the necessary guidance / direction / text on required code repairs and inspections. The safety-related valve procedure will be revised to

[ include the ASME requirement for a VT-3 examination after repairs are complete.
; Prior to declaring the valve operable, a magnetic particle exam and radiography was performed on the valve along with Quality
J. Aarurance inspections, vendor inspections, and other post maintenance testing. All exams were completed satisfactorily and no

furth:r flaws were detected. ' Additionally, subsequent to restoring the system to service, ANil concluded that the alternate test
i mIthod provided assuranco that no physical defect was present following the repair activity, it is therefore concluded that this event
i. posed no significant increased risk to the health and safety of the public.
5 NPc FORM Joe (5-1998)
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! DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

On 5/28/98, with the plant shutdown for refueling, it was determined that a visual VT-3 examination had not been performed as
requir:d by Section XI of the ASME code, following the repair of Main Steam Line isolation Valve (MSIV) V2-80B (Ells =ISV)
Technical Specification 4.6.E. requires that inservice Inspections of safety-related components be performed in accordance with

; Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code for any repairs made to safety class 1 pressure boundaries. The code
'

requir s a pre-service visual inspection following repairs to the valve. The pre-service inspection must be the same type as was used
to discover the defect unless an attemate type of inspection is pre-approved by ANil,
MSIV V2-808 had a VT-3 as-found inspectior 'ampleted which determined that there were two defects on the valve body that had
to bs repaired. The defects on the valve body were removed by grinding, a magnetic particle examination was performed, and no
furthir defects were found. An ultrasound was then conducted to ensure that the valve body conformed tu minimum wall thickness
Established by the manufacturer. Following welding of tne area, a post weld magnetic particle exam and a radiography exam were
pirformed and no defects were found. The magnetic particle exam is a superior method which includes a visual inspection as an
integrst part of the exam. The post repair (preservice) VT 3 examination was not performed prior to reassembly and placing into
sirvica. ANil approval of the alternate test method was not received until after plant startup.

On 5/29/98, an Operability Justification was written for V2-808 which focused on the conservative post maintenance evaluation of
tha r: paired valve without a pre-service VT-3 examination being performed. Following repair to the valve, the following items were
c:mplited: 1) a post weld magnetic particle exam wcs performed and revealed tw 'urther defects, 2.) a radiography exam of the
rip: ired area was conducted which revealed no further defects,3) a vendor representative confirmed by visual and measurement;
teciptance to the manufacturers specification,4) Maintenance Engineering visually inspected the valve repair for acceptability, 5) a
pre 4ssembly inspection by QA confirmed that no defects remained,6) the valve was assembled with supervision from the vendor
riprisIntative,7) the valve was successfully stroked numerous times,8) an Appendix J leakrate test was successfully completed for
this vilve and, 9) a Reactor Pressure Vessel Operational Leakage pressure test of the reactor vessel and attached piping was
pIrformed during which time the valve held pressure as required. Maintenance Engineering considered these alternate
tists/ inspections to be suf ficient to declare the valve operable and did not realize that, although equivalent or better, this alternate
tisting required prior approval by ANil in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

CAUSE OF EVENT
1. The root cause of this event is an inadequate work control process. The department procedure, which governs the work orders

requires the work order to list all procedural requirements and contain step text for each part of the work performed. The
planners for this effort felt that listing the procedure as a reference was satisfactory adherence to the procedure.

2. Contributing causes are:
a. an inadequate pre-job briefing,
b. no text was included in the work order that required or explained the VT-3 inspection requirements,

lack of an ASME Section XI repair / replacement program to consolidate all procedural requirements for performingc.
this type of work, and

d. insufficient awareness by personnel responsible for the MSIV work, of the ASME requirements regarding prior ANil
approval of alternate testirig.

ANALYSIS OF EVENT
Two MSIVs are installed in each of the four main steam lines. Each steam line has two air and spring-operated isolation valves, one
on sach side of the containment, that operate independently of each other. The MSIVs safety function is to limit the release of
r:dioactive material, by closing the nuclear system process barrier and the primary containment barrier, and to limit the loss of
rzactor cooling water, in case of a major steam leak outside of the primary containment,

in this svent, only one MSIV in one of the four main steam lines was affected. V2-808, the inboard isolation valve on the "B" steam
lint, n;eded to be repaired, based on defects seen on the valve body during a pre-service inspection. These defects, when ground
cut, lift the valve body thickness well above the minimum wall thickness required by the code, thus meeting design requirements.
Required minimum wall thickness is 1.468 inches and the minimum wall recorded by the ultra sound was 2 inches. While the VT-3

( ASME required pre-service visual inspection was not completed, it should be noted that an as-found VT-3 inspection was performed
prior to the planned valve refurbishment and that subsequent magnetic particle exams, radiography exams, visual inspections by a

( vindor representative and Maintenance Engineering, and post-maintenance testing assured that the valve would have performed its
sifsty function. The alternate testing method was subsequently approved by the ANil. Therefore, it is concluded that this event!

po:ed no significant increased risk to the health ar.d safety of the public.
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CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
'

immediate

|
An Event Report was written to ensure that the root cause was established and corrective actions determined. The event |

report was completed with the results reflected in this LER.

Lono Term

|
1. The maintenance department will generate an ASME Section XI Repair / Replacement program, a work control process, ;

which will provide the necessary guidance / direction on required code repairs and inspections. This will address the |

inclusion of appropriate step text and associated pre-job briefings. This will also address the root cause and is expected
to be completed by 9/1/99.

|

2. The Maintenance Department procedure OPS 201, " Safety System Valves" will be rev: sed to include the requirements to
provide a VT-3 pre-service inspection per the ASME Section XI requirements. This will also cddress the inclusion of stop
text. The expected completion date is 5/30/99.

I

3. This event will be presented to all engineering personnel during the Engineering Support Personnel Training which is
conducted on a quarterly basis. This addresses the contributing cause regarding awareness of ASME requirements.
The expected completion date is 9/30/99.

4. ANil approval was obtained which accepted the alternative testing methods on 1/28/99 and restored compliance to the |
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. l

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION |

No similar events have been reported to the Commission in the past five years.

a.
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